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A top level international athlete for many years, 
Peter Burge won a gold medal in the long jump 
at the Commonwealth Games in 1998. He has 
worked as a strength and conditioning coach for 
the Australian Rugby Union, and currently works 
full time for the Hawthorn Football Club, while 
completing his masters degree in strength and 
conditioning sciences. 

The following text is a summary of Peter’s 
thoughts, responses and opinions regarding 
coaching and training for the long jump. 

 

How would you introduce Long Jump to a high school PE class? 

• Measure out the world record for men and women. The kids are always impressed to see the 
distance. 

• Talk about the objectives – jump as far as possible, the first mark in sand is the measurement point, 
explain the take off board and fouling etc. 

• Explain that the idea is to hit the take off board at the highest possible speed that the athlete can 
control without “collapsing”. Explain to the kids that “collapsing” is where the knee buckles at take-
off, and jumping distance is greatly reduced. The collapsing is often accompanied by over rotating 
of the body, and the foot being to far in front of the body when driving off the board. 

• Show a video demonstration of an elite male/female doing the long jump. Use the most exciting 
footage possible. 

 

Where should you start with novice jumpers? 

• Talk them through the basics of the approach, take off, flight phase and landing. 

• Start them at a very short approach, such as 5-7 strides and get them to jump. 

• Give feedback on a few simple aspects such as arm and knee drive synchronisation at take off, 
holding knee position during flight (or whatever you deem more natural for each individual). 

• Work on building a run up that suits the athlete. Run back from the board until the athlete reaches 
top speed and place a mark on the side of the track. Then get them to run toward the take off 
board a number of times and try to get consistency. Main aim is to simply get a run up distance that 
can be measured on a tape and used in subsequent sessions. 
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• Some take off specific drills on the grass over 20-30m, practising the last 3 strides and the rhythm 
(1...2..3). Done at jogging pace and repeated over the distance trying to get 3-4 take offs in (on 
the same leg) over the 20-30m. e.g jog…1…2..3(takeoff)..jog…1…2..3(take off)…etc 

 

What characteristics do you look for in young Long Jumpers? 

• Speed primarily but also someone with elastic abilities (plays basketball, volleyball).  Longer limbs 
also help. 

• Elastic qualities can often be seen by watching kids playing basketball in the school yard. When 
performing a lay-up, kids with good elastic qualities will stand out. 

 

What are the common technical faults in young jumpers? 

• Looking down at the board (causing over-rotation at take off). 

• They often don’t use correct arm action in approach run, which should help maintain good posture. 

• Run-up errors: Inconsistent starting point and technique – starts at different speeds early in the 
approach and stride length consistency affected. 

• Slowing down prior to take off position (they must be accelerating into take off – “running off the 
board”). 

 

Is flexibility crucial to jumping? 

• Very Important. Range of Motion is vital for good running technique and specific positions for take 
off, flight and landing.  

• Range of motion allows the athlete to get into potentially more powerful positions. 

• Poor hip range can minimise hip drive at take off and put the athlete more at risk of injury. 

 

Importance of technique in the long jump: summarise the crucial technical points 

• Sprint technique – arm action, leg mechanics and body position are all vital to help the athlete get 
into optimal position to apply force at take off. 

• Body position at take off – upright (not leaning too far forward or backward). This allows forces to 
be transferred optimally on take of leg and keeps hips moving upward and out with minimal 
breaking force. 
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• Flight phase technique important for landing and balance – body being upright so hips are 
extended mid flight prior to landing (a bi-product of a good take off position). 

• Landing technique to maximise distance – holding the legs up and letting the sand come to you 
(usually a bi-product of a good flight phase). 

 

Describe a training program for lower high school jumpers / serious high school jumpers 

Lower High school: 

• Base conditioning – training to train. Some longer running. Sprint and running technique is crucial 
in development stages. 

• Main emphasis on run up and sprint position. Done either on run way and on track. 

• Major focus on take-off technique drills on grass. 

• Take off drills into sand off limited approach. 

Serious Higher School 

• Sprint technique and sprint training. 

• Run up technique and consistency. 

• Jumping off various approach run ups 5-7-9 strides. 

• Introduction of basic strength training – Squat, Step up bodyweight strength etc. 

• Some emphasis on plyometrics, bounding, hopping elastic strength (minimal loads). 

• Flexibility and postural training. 
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Good Coaching Terms: 

Run up: 

• “Stand tall, hips high, powerful arms”. 

• Increase the tempo/leg speed/arm speed in last 8-10m. 

 

Take Off: 

• In the final strides of the run-up, use the term or thought “1…2..3, hold”. This is where “1” is the 
last normal run up stride, “2” is the second last stride where the hips are slightly lowered, and “3” is 
the take-off stride where the hips come up and over the planted leg. The “hold” term is used to get 
the athlete to hold the strong take-off position into the flight phase. 

• Keep shoulders back (if leaning forward). 

• Put foot down onto board (if they are leaning back and planting in front). 

 

Landing: 

• “Keep the landing gear up”. 

• “Let the sand come to you”. 

• “Let yourself get dirty” (or “don’t be afraid of sand getting into shorts”). 
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Recommendations for school coaches 

• Work on sprint technique and jumping drills on grass…repetition of jumping drills and movement is 
important. 

• Use shorter approach jumps in training for control and confidence. 

 

Plyometrics & their use at school level 

• Plyometrics can very from the very stressful and dangerous (such as drop jumps from an 80cm box) 
to the very simple and relatively risk free (such as small in-place hops). It is important to keep any 
plyometrics or jumping exercises at a level suitable for the athletes involved. It is also important to 
monitor the total volume, or number of jumps. If you intend to use them, it would be best to seek a 
resource that gives you some extra knowledge and guidelines. 

• The use of “plyos” at school should generally be done with careful limits. However, the use of basic 
games that involve low stress jumping and hopping can be quite suitable for younger jumpers, as 
well as being fun. Also, most standing and in-place jumps are quite suitable providing that the 
jumping surface is a “forgivable” one, such as grass or gymnastic mats. 

• Plyometrics should not be performed on hard surfaces. 

 

What are the attractions of Jumping / What did you enjoy about it? 

• Nothing better than feeling fast and knowing you can take off and hang in the air for a long time 
(really only a split second but feels longer). Also seeing the tape measure being pulled through and 
knowing its going further than ever before. 

• Knowing you can clear close to 2 family cars in distance. 

 

 

 


